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Political Participation in an Action-Theory Model
of Personality: Theory and Empirical Evidence
Giinter Krampen'

The application of an action-theorymodel of personality (AMP) to analyses of
political participation is presented theoretically as well as empirically. AMP
establishes missing links between action theory (especially expectancy-value
theories) and selected personality variables (self-concept of own competence,
control orientations, trust, subjectiveknowledge,and value orientations), which
have proved to be significant in the prediction of political activity. Thus, AMP
integrates (a) situation- and action-specific expectancy-value (i.e., "situational") approachesand (b) personality (i.e., "traitist")approachesto political
participation. Withreference to person-situationinteractions, it is postulated in
AMP, that the predictive value of situation-specificperson variables and that of
more or less generalizedpersonality variables is a function of the quality of the
cognitive structuringof the action situationunderquestion(i. e., thepolitical life
situation). With reference to data from 100 West German young adults, empirical evidence is presentedfor the deduced hypotheses (1) that conventional
political participation is predicted best by situation- and action-specific variables and (2) that the exposedpolitical participationof political activists can be
predicted best by situation-laction-specificmotivational variables and that of
political non-activists can be predicted best by domain-specific personality
variables.
KEY WORDS: political participation;personality; action theory; expectancy-valuetheory; selfconcept; control orientations.

INTRODUCTION
Apparently,recent empiricalanalyses of political participationand political
attitudesfollow two differentapproachesor traditions.The first approachcan be
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characterizedas the searchfor those personalityvariableswhich are consistently
relatedto the amount,qualityand/or intensityof political activitiesor to political
attitudes. The second approach is characterizedby the application of actiontheory models-mainly variants of expectancy-valuetheory-to analyses of
political actions and political attitudesin specific life or action situations.
Research in the first traditionhas shown that from the large number of
personalityvariables only a few are ratherconsistent and effective correlatesof
political participation.A review of the literatureindicatesthat Knutson's(1973)
listing is the most comprehensive, showing political activity and political attitudes to be related to such personality variables as (1) self-efficacy, competence, and self-concept; (2) authoritarianismand value orientations;(3) anomia,
alienation, and locus of control; (4) power, effectance or control motivationas
well as (5) dogmatismand (other)cognitive style variables-at least, when these
personality variables are measured with reference to the domain of political
behavior and political life (see, e.g., Barnes et al., 1979; Bur and Konrad,
1987; Huebner and Lipsey, 1981; Marsh, 1977; Milbrath, 1986; Sears, 1987;
Watanabeand Milbur, 1988). However, besides studies that have concentrated
on assessing behaviorand attitudesspecific to the political domain, researchcan
be characterizedup to now as a searchfor the connectionbetweenpurelyadditive
combinationsof personalityvariables and various indicatorsof political actions
and/or attitudes. A consistent taxonomy of those variables that are relevant in
participationresearchis, however, still missing.
In contrastto this first tradition,the second researchtraditionon political
participationand attitudesis foundedon a model of political actionandparticipation as the result of a decision process (see, e.g., Milbrathand Goel, 1977;
Smith, 1968). Such a decision- and action-theoryapproachto political participation refers mainly to the different psychological expectancy-value theories,
which view action as predictableby subjectivegoal values and subjectiveexpectancies about goal attainment(see, e.g., Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980; Feather,
1982; Mitchell and Biglan, 1971). In political psychology, empirical investigations founded on expectancy-valuemodels have focused on (1) voting behavior
(see, e.g., Downs, 1957; Fishbein and Ajzen, 1981; Himmelweit et al., 1981)
(2) the analysis of attitudestowarddifferenttypes of political participation(see,
e.g., Muller, 1978, 1982; Uhlaner, 1986; Wolfsfeld, 1986), and (3) the prediction of exposed (unconventional) political action (Krampen, 1986a, 1987a;
Krampenand Wiinsche, 1985; Opp et al., 1981, 1984). Results show thatpolitical activities and attitudescan be reconstructedin termsof valences and expectations, thus demonstratingthe usefulness of the expectancy-valueapproachfor
attitudeand participationresearchin political psychology. However, in contrast
to the personalityapproach,the expectancy-valueapproachremainshighly situational. This means that valences and expectationsare measured(1) for specific
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actions or action intentions, (2) for specific situations,and (3) for specific points
in time without reference to the personalityof the individualsunder investigation. Although expectancy-value theories stem from general psychology and
imply differentialpredictions, they ignore, on the other hand, personalityvariables in such predictionsof actions and attitudes(see, e.g., Ajzen and Fishbein,
1980; Feather, 1982; Mitchell and Biglan, 1971).
In sum, the first (personality-oriented)approachseems to overestimatethe
influence of relatively stable personal characteristicsand to underestimatethe
influence of the situationon behaviorand attitudes;the second (expectancy-value
approach)seems to overestimatethe influence of situationsand to underestimate
that of personal characteristicswhich are relatively stable over time and situations. These problems are discussed in detail in personalityresearch(see, e.g.,
Pervin, 1984, 1985), and there is broadconsensus in the demandfor an interactionistic personalitytheory, which includes not only relatively stable personality
variables as well as situationalperson variables, but also their dynamic interaction in action and life situations.
It can be concluded that in researchon political participationand political
attitudes, we have two ratherdistinct approaches,which-each in itself-explains a considerable degree of variance in political participationand political
attitudes. However, theoretical, conceptual, and methodologicallinks between
the two approachesare missing. In the following, a possibility for integrating
both approachesin an interactionisticmodel is presented, which considers not
only relatively stable personality variables and situationalperson variables but
also accounts for the dynamic interactionbetween situations and individuals.
After an overview on the applicationand use of the general action-theorymodel
of personality (AMP) for analyses of political participation,a researchdemonstrationwill be given, in which one of the core assumptionsof the model is tested
in an analysis of the political participationof young West Germanadults.
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION IN THE ACTION-THEORY MODEL
OF PERSONALITY
The action-theorymodel of personality(AMP; Krampen, 1987b, 1988a) is
a consequentfurtherdevelopmentof Rotter's(1955, 1982) social learningtheory
of personality,which is the only expectancy-valueapproachin psychology which
includes both situationalperson variables(i.e., subjective reinforcementvalues
and expectancies) as well as a list of personalityvariablesof generalizedexpectancies. However, the startingpoint of AMP is an extended, more differentiated
expectancy-valuemodel, in which significantdifferentiationsof the basic expectancy-value constructs developed over the last three decades are considered.
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Further,AMP differentiatesRotter's social learningtheory by logically connecting personalityvariablesto the basic expectancy-valuevariables(while Rotter's
model is restrictedto a simple listing of personalityvariables).
A Differentiated Expectancy-Value Model
Relevantdifferentiationsof the basic expectancy-valueconstructsdeveloped
authors are included in the differentiatedexpectancy-valuemodel
different
by
in
presented the inner part of Fig. 1. The distinctionbetween competence and
contingence expectancies can be found in the models of Bandura(1977, 1986),
Weisz (1983), and Skinner (1985). Outcome-consequenceexpectancies/ instrumentalities as well as the temporal structuringof expectations, outcomes, and
consequences on different(temporal)levels are extensively described in instrumentality theories (e.g., Mitchell and Biglan, 1971; Vroom, 1964). Outcome
expectationswhich are not relatedto one's own actions (situationalexpectancies)
were first established in cognitive approachesto achievementmotivation(e.g.,
Heckhausen, 1977). Taken together, these various expectancy constructsconstitute, in combinationwith the valences of outcomes/events and of their consequences, an elaboratedreconstructiveand predictivemodel for actionmotivation
and action realization. However-as statedabove-all constructsare defined in
a very narrow situation- and action-specific manner, which is true for most
social-cognitive approachesto personality and behavior (see, e.g., Ajzen and
Fishbein, 1980; Canter and Kihlstrom, 1982; Mischel, 1973, 1982; Vroom,
1964).
It should be mentionedthat differentiatedexpectancy-valuemodels such as
the AMP model (1) are not purely rationalmodels focusing on cognitive aspects
of actions alone because they consideremotions (subjectivevalences) as well and
because expectations can be totally irrational;(2) are not a priori hedonistic
models because the subjective value of outcomes and consequences must not
follow the criteriaof personalutility; (3) are dynamic models because they can
describe the temporalorganizationof differentlevels of actions hierarchically(a
fact, which is, of course, neglected in their graphic presentation);and (4) can
consider social cognitions as well in the reconstructionand predictionof actions.
Taxonomy of Action-Theory Personality Variables Relevant in
the Study of Political Participation
Constitutive for the action-theorymodel of personality(Krampen, 1987b,
1988a) are the personality variables described in the outer part of Fig. 1. It is
assumed that each situation- and action-specific variable of the differentiated
expectancy-valuemodel (in the innerpartof Fig. 1) is generalizedon the basis of
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Fig. 1. Heuristics for the analysis of political participationin an action-theorym
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individual person-situationinteractionsover time and across situations. These
generalizationsresult both in domain-specific and generalizedpersonalityvariables, which can be used for the descriptionof individualsand interindividual
differencesas well as for the predictionof action. These personalityvariablesfor
the domainof political participationare describedin the following in moredetail.

System Trust
System trustrefers to the individual'strustin the political system (defining
the presentpolitical life situation)as well as trustin the politicians and political
parties. System trust results from the generalized(S-O) expectancy (see Fig. 1)
that subjectively positive-valued events, outcomes, and consequences for both
personaland societal developmentwill occurwithoutone's own political activity.
System distrust results from the generalized expectancy that such positively
valued events, outcomes, and consequences will not occur without one's own
political involvement, and/or that subjectively negative-valued events, outcomes, and consequenceswill occur with a high probabilityif the individualdoes
not personallyengage in attemptsto preventthem. As one can see, this definition
of domain-specifictrust versus distrustis not only relatedto a generalizationof
situationalexpectancies, but to the subjective valences of (anticipated)events,
outcomes, and consequences as well as to the instrumentalityof events and
outcomes for consequences (see Fig. 1).
Political trust and distrustwere first conceptualizedin political psychology
by Rosenberg (1956) within sociological analyses of political ideologies, misanthropologyand political participation.Milbrathand Goel (1977) list system
distrust as one of the "personalfactors" influencing political participationand
political attitudes. Lotsof and Grot (1973) as well as Wright and Arbuthnot
(1974) confirmed empirically strong relations between interpersonaltrust and
political attitudes referring to either the acceptance of the WalkerReport on
Democratic ConventionDisorders in 1968 or the perceptionof the Watergate
affair. However, relations between system trust and political protestbehavioras
well as protestpotentialwere first studiedin 1977 (Marsh, 1977; see also Bares
et al., 1979). The findings of these studies indicate that system trust is related
negatively to political protest and protest potential. System trust hinders (exposed) political activity, while system distrustpromotes exposed political participation. These relations are especially markedwhen distrustis accompanied
by self-perceptionsof social deprivation.Apparently,this is relatedto the satisfaction versus dissatisfaction with a given political system-a variable often
considered in political surveys (see e.g., Hyman, 1973). It is worth noting that
dissatisfaction with a political system results from perceived discrepanciesbetween personalvalues and the values promotedby the politiciansor the political
system (Barnes et al., 1979; Crawfordand Naditch, 1977; Marsh, 1977). Thus,
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(dis-)satisfactioncan be reconceptualized-like political trust versus distrustwithin AMP in terms of situationalexpectancies, valences of events/outcomes,
valences of consequences, and instumentalities.
Self-Conceptof One's Own Political Competence
The self-concept of one's own political competencerefersto the generalization of situation-actionexpectancies, that is, the experience and expectancy of
one's own action competencein political life situations.If an individualbelieves
he/she has multiple action alternativesin political situations,the self-concept of
his or her own political competence is high. The self-concept is low if the
individual does not know what to do in such situations. Thus, this personality
variablerefers to self-perceptionsof the quantity("action fluency"), quality or
distinctiveness ("action flexibility"), and situative fitness ("situation-action
goodness of fit") of action possibilities and action intentionsin the political life
domain (see Fig. 1) without direct reference to the expected outcome(s) of the
action alternatives.Bandura(1977, 1986) differentiatesin his model of personal
self-efficacy between such efficacy expectancies(competenceexpectancies)and
outcome expectancies (contingence expectancies) as well.
However, beliefs about personal efficacy have been studied in political
psychology before Bandura(1977, 1986). The empiricalresultsof Balch (1974),
Guest (1974), Crawfordand Naditch (1977), Marsh (1977), and Barnes et al.
(1979) confirmed consistently that political participationis associated with a
strongsense of personalefficacy and high self-esteem. These variablesrelatedto
the self-concept of one's own political competence are indeed those personality
variablesfor which the most and most consistent resultsfor relationsto political
activity are present(see Knutson, 1973; Milbrathand Goel, 1977; Sears, 1987).
However, political efficacy is defined and operationalizedambiguouslyin those
studies. Efficacy and outcome expectancies are confounded on the conceptual
level as well as in theirmeasurement.Findingsfromotherareasof researchpoint
toward the fruitfulnessand utility of the considerationof this kind of construct
differentiation in operationalizations(e.g., Bandura, 1977, 1986; Krampen,
1987b), which should be consideredin researchin political psychology as well.
The core assumptionis that competence expectancies (Resp the self-concept of
one's own political competence)is a necessary,but not sufficient,preconditionof
personal control.
Political Control Orientations
Controlorientationsin the political life domain are generalizedfrom situation- and action-specific contingence expectancies, in which subjective beliefs
about political action-outcomecontingencies are represented.Thus, experiences
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of the influence of one's own political action on the (political) behavior of
others, on political events or outcomes are generalizedto beliefs aboutone's own
political control. Withinthe differentiatedexpectancy-valuemodel, it is assumed
that control orientationspresupposeat least a minimally "high" self-concept of
one's own political competence, that is, at least one political action possibility
must be subjectively seen. Of course, the AMP constructof control orientations
is related closely to concepts like internal-externallocus of control, alienation,
anomia, powerlessness, and effectance motivation/needfor personal controlvariables mentioned in the literatureas being relevantpersonalitycorrelatesof
political participation(see, e.g., Knutson, 1973; Milbrathand Goel, 1977; Renshon, 1979; Yinger, 1973). While all these concepts tend to confound the
differentiatedexpectancy-value constructs of competence (efficacy) and contingence (outcome) expectancies, researchon locus of control of reinforcement
(Rotter, 1966, 1982) has led in political psychology to the most significant
construct differentiationsand results.
Although findings on the associationbetween internallocus of control and
differentindicatorsof political participationremaininconsistent[for an overview
see Klandermans(1983)], this inconsistency led early to (1) various construct
differentiationsand (2) attemptsto measurelocus of controldomain-specifically.
Conceptualand empiricaldifferentiationsof Rotter's(1966) unidimensionalconcept of internalversus externallocus of control, which are of special relevance
for participationresearch,were presentedby Mirels (1970), Gurinet al. (1978),
and Levenson (1974, 1975). Mirels (1970) as well as Gurinet al. (1978) point
toward the fact that personal control beliefs must be differentiatedfrom control
ideologies perceived by an individual for a particularsociety, culture or subculture. Personalcontrol refers to the perceptionof control an individualhas in
his/her own life; ideological control refers to the perceptionof generalizedsocietal control that people in general possess. Perceived personal and ideological
control must not be consistent, rather their differences are significant in the
prediction of political involvement (see Gurin et al., 1978; Krampen, 1987c;
Trimbleand Richardson, 1982). Levenson (1974, 1975) restrictedherself to the
differentiationof three aspects of personalcontrol. She distinguishesinternality,
powerful others control (social externality),and chance control (fatalistic externality), for which specific relations to differentindicatorsof political involvement are confirmed empirically (see, e.g., Huebnerand Lipsey, 1981; Kumea,
1976; Levenson, 1975; Levenson and Miller, 1976).
In researchon political participation,these approachesto differentiatingthe
constructof locus of control coincide with attemptsto measurecontrol orientations specifically for the domainof political actions (Huebnerand Lipsey, 1981;
Krampen, 1987c; Preiser, 1982). The combination of both trends-domainspecific measurementand constructdifferentiation-represents best the concept
of (political) control orientations within the AMP approach to political
participation.
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Level of Conceptualization(Political Knowledge)
Level of conceptualizationor subjective political knowledge is defined as
the individual'sgeneralizedexpectancy that more or less complex political processes are understoodand can be (subjectively) predicted. Subjective assumptions about the relations between political events or action outcomes and their
(multiple)consequences for personaland societal development(e.g., changes in
the presentpolitical and privatelife situation)can be diffuse, uncertainand vague
(low level of conceptualization)versus distinct, clear-sightedand reflexive (high
level of conceptualization).The lowest level of (subjective)political knowledge
is representedby the individualwho does not see any instrumentalitiesof political events for personal or societal development.
It is worth noting that the AMP personality variable of level of conceptualizationis defined with referenceto subjective outcome-consequenceexpectancies and not with reference to "objective"political knowledge and information. Of course, political informationand knowledge as well as intelligence and
variablesof cognitive style will be associatedwith the subjectivelevel of conceptualization. However, given a high level of conceptualization,both subjective
political knowledge and information may be wrong but nevertheless simultaneously affect the political participationof the person.
While thereare some resultsconcerningthe associationof intelligence(Bay,
1967; Kerpelman, 1969) and cognitive style variables (Knutson, 1973) with
political participationand political attitudes,systematicfindings aboutobjective
political knowledge (see e.g., Hymanand Sheatsley, 1947; Sears, 1969) and the
subjective political conceptualizationsof individuals (see e.g., Marsh, 1977;
Sidaniusand Lau, 1989; Tetlock, 1986) and theirimpacton political involvement
are rare. However, these few results indicate that objective political knowledge
(intelligence as well as higher levels of conceptualization)are associated with
political activity and attitudes.
Value Orientations
The domain-specificand generalizedvalue orientationsof an individualare
related to action goals, the valences of events or outcomes, and the valences of
consequences. With reference to the distinctionof (anticipated)political events
and outcomes within the differentiatedexpectancy-valuemodel, political value
orientationscan be defined with regardto (1) subjective valuationsof political
ideologies, parties, and events and (2) the developmentalgoals or terminalvalues
of the individual. However, more abstractcategoriesof the structureand level of
moraljudgment can be applied to this AMP concept of value orientations,too.
Social and political values are often considered in analyses of the personality correlatesof political attitudesand political participation(Knutson, 1973;
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Sears, 1987). Implicitly this is done in analyses of variableslike conservatism,
liberalism, authoritarianism,conventionalism,traditionalism;the content of political and social values becomes more distinct in investigations about materialistic and postmaterialisticvalues (e.g., Barneset al., 1979; Inglehart,1977).
The same is true in analyses of the relationsof instrumentaland terminalvalues
to political involvement (Rokeach, 1973; Schneider, 1983) as well as for the
relations between subjective developmental goals and political participation
(Krampen, 1986a). Less distinct are the findings about the relationshipbetween
moral reasoning and political attitudes and political participation.While the
results of Elmer et al. (1983) as well as Ganser (1983) confirm ratherstrong
relations between moral reasoning and political (action) orientations, Briechle
(1985) failed to replicatethese findings in an adolescentsample. Moralreasoning
may be a rather abstractand generalized personality variable of "ideological
content" (ratherthan structuralcomplexity;Elmer et al., 1983, p. 79) which is
settled on a higher (not domain-specific)level of generalizationin the AMP.
Analyses of Political Participation
Until recently, the applicationof the action-theorymodel of personalityto
political participationresultedin a taxonomyof personand personalityvariables
which are relevantfor analyses of political action and political attitudes.Besides
this structuralapproachto person-situationinteractionswithinpersonalitytheory,
AMP implies (functionalistic)hypotheses about the relative predictive significance of those variables. These hypotheses will be applied in the following to
reconstructionsand predictionsof differenttypes of political participationfounded on person-situationinteractions. Instead of using rathercomplicated, timeand system-relatedtypologies of political participation(see e.g., Barnes et al.,
1979; Milbrathand Goel, 1977; Uehlinger, 1984), a rathersimple, but distinct
differentiationis employed in the first applicationof the action-theorymodel of
personality to analyses of political participation.It distinguishes between the
types of (1) popular, conventionaltypes of political participation(e.g., voting,
political information)presupposingnone or only small personalinvolvementand
(2) exposed (unconventional)types of politicalparticipation(e.g., actively working for political party or movement, running for a political office, political
protest activities) presupposingpersonal involvement and engagement, which
exceeds the social norms and the culturallyusual.
In the predictionof behaviorand experience, the following hypothesisis of
centralimportance:the predictivevalue of situation-specificpersonvariablesand
(more or less) generalizedpersonalityvariablesis a directfunctionof the quality
of the cognitive representationof the life or action situationunderquestion (see
Krampen, 1987b, 1988a; Rotter, 1955, 1982). It is assumedthat the predictive
value of situation- and action-specific person variables (inner part of Figure 1)
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will be high in strong, subjectively well-defined situations. Well-defined, wellknown situations can be (subjectively) anticipated and involve (subjectively)
sufficient informationfor action. Person-situationinteractionsresult in cognitive
structures,which imply specific expectationsand action goals adequatefor (a)
habitualbehavior (automatisms)or (b) for reflexive action (autonomisms).The
predictivevalue of domain-specificand generalizedpersonalityvariableswill be
low for such well-known, unambiguous, strong action and life situations, because the situation-specificexpectationsand goals "will carrythe action" (Knutson, 1973, p. 45).
For weak situations, it is assumed in AMP that the predictive value of
domain-specific and generalized personality variables will be high and that of
situation- and action-specific person variables, which are not sufficientlyestablished, will be low. Such weak situationsare subjectivelynovel, ill-defined, or
ambiguous. The individual has no adequate cognitive representationsof the
situation at his/her disposal and the only possibilities for action result from
generalizationsof experiences which are manifested in trust or mistrust, low/
high self-concept of competences, control orientations, subjective knowledge,
and value orientations.
Thus the subjective ambiguity and subjective novelty of an action or life
situation(see Figure 1), which results from the dynamicinteractionof situational
and person factors, is of crucial importancefor the predictionof behavior and
experience within AMP. Therefore it is worth noting that the proposed actiontheory model of personality does not claim to be a comprehensivepersonality
model (like factor-analyticallyderived models). Instead, it is hypothesizedthat
AMP supplements those models at the level of personality variables in cases
where human actions and action-relatedcognitions, emotions, and motivations
are involved. By this, AMP makes personalitytheory somewhat more actiontheoreticaland extends (situational)action theory by personalityvariables.
ConventionalPolitical Participation
We will first view conventional, popular political actions, about which
Knutson (1973, p. 45) stated that "social and culturalnorms often 'carry the
action.' " As with Knutson (1973), it is assumed in AMP that the influence of
personalitywill be low for those social and culturallyguided political behaviors.
However, such political actions (like voting, political information,media consumptionpatterns,etc.) can be reconstructedwith the help of the situation-and
action-specificelements of AMP (see, e.g., Fishbeinand Ajzen, 1981; Himmelweit et al., 1981; Krampen, 1986a).
A very successful researchexample, which used multiattributeutility theory
(MAUT)-a variantof expectancy-valuetheory-is the analysisof voting behavior realized by Himmelweitet al. (1981). MAUT reconstructionsand predictions
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of voting are superiorto predictionsand reconstructionsincludingvoting history
or political attitudes(i.e., personalityvariables).This resultis a directconfirmation of the hypothesis that personality variables are only weak predictorsof
conventionalpolitical activities like voting. However, Himmelweitet al. (1981,
p. 128) in summary say that "the success of the MAUT predictions depend
crucially on being able to apply them within an appropriatestructuralrepresentation of the way individualsformed the basis for their voting decision." Special
care must be taken in the selection of the appropriatepolitical issues, that is,
political events, outcomes, and their consequences for personal and societal
development.These are the crucialvariablesfor which valences andexpectations
are measuredwith reference to the conventionalpolitical activity (e.g., voting)
under investigation.
AMP provides an elaboratednetworkof situation-and action-specificvariables (see inner part of Fig. 1), which exceeds the MAUT variablesconsidered
by Himmelweit et al. (1981) as well as the variablesconsideredby Fishbeinand
Ajzen (1981) in degree of differentiationand number.AMP analyses startwith
the definition of the political action (e.g., voting) in the context of the individual's present political life situation. With reference to voting, information
about the situational expectancies and valences associated with this political
action must be gatheredfrom the individual,which in turncan be used to predict
or to reconstructreflexive actions, e.g., voting decisions. However, these variables can also be used for analyses and reconstructionsof nonreflexive, habitual
(conventional) political behaviors, i.e., action automatisms.Of special importance is this capacity of the differentiatedexpectancy-valuemodel to analyze and
reconstructconscious, reflexive as well as nonreflexive, "unconscious"decisions of individuals not to engage in popular, conventionalpolitical activities,
i.e., political inactivity.In a study aboutthe instrumentalityof popular,conventional political activities for the attainmentof personal developmental goals
(Krampen, 1986a), political inactivity was strongly related to reduced contingence or outcome expectancies(i.e., the individualperceives no or only weak
contingencies between those actions and the attainmentof personal goals). No
differences between persons who engage in conventionalpolitical activities and
those who do not were, however, found in the evaluationsof the developmental
goals. This resultpoints towardthe special importanceof the variousexpectancy
variables of the differentiatedexpectancy-valuemodel for analyses of political
inactivity and political apathy.
Exposed Political Participation
Whereas up to now analyses and predictions of unconventionalpolitical
participationwere foundedeitheron personalityvariables(see Barnesetal., 1979;
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Knutson, 1973) or on situational expectancy-valuemodels (see Krampenand
Wunsche, 1985; Muller, 1978, 1982; Opp et al., 1981, 1984), AMP integrates
both researchtraditionsby additionallyconsidering subjective ambiguity of an
individual'spresentpolitical life situation. AMP, therefore,results in a two-step
procedurein analyses of exposed political activities, which considers first the
subjectiveperceptionof the presentpolitical life situationand second the level of
generalizedperson/personalityvariablesnecessary for the predictionof exposed
political participation.
As described above, well-defined, well-known, "strong"political life situations can be subjectively anticipatedand involve subjectively sufficient information for reflexive exposed political participation.The individualhas specific
expectancies and goals at his/her disposal. Thus, the predictive value of situational variables will be high for exposed political participation, and that of
(domain-specific) personalityvariables will be low.
On the contrary,subjectivelyill-defined, novel, ambiguous, "weak"political life situationsdo not result in adequatecognitive representationsfor exposed
political participation.The individualhas no sufficientexpectanciesand goals at
his/her disposal and the only possibilities for acting result from generalized
experiences (e.g., system trust, self-concept of own political competence, etc.).
Predictionsof exposed political participationof individuals,who dispose of such
ambiguous perceptions of their political life situation, therefore must refer to
these domain-specificpersonalityvariables. In the following a researchdemonstrationis given, in which this hypothesis is studied empirically.
A RESEARCH DEMONSTRATION
The empiricalstudy presentedin the following focuses on popular,conventional political participationand exposed (unconventional)political activity of
100 young West Germanadults. First, the hypothesis deduced from the actiontheory model of personalityis tested that conventionalparticipationis predicted
best by situation- and action-specific expectancies and valences concerninganticipated political events and own political action. Second, the hypothesis deduced more specifically from AMP is tested; that is, the amount of exposed
political action of political activists can be predictedbetter with situation- and
action-specific expectancy-valuevariables and that of political nonactivistscan
be predicted better with more generalized personality variables. Indeed, three
predictor sets are considered which refer to (1) situation- and action-specific
person variables, (2) domain-specificpersonalityvariables, and (3) generalized
personality variables.
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Methods
The analyses reportedbelow are based on questionnaireand interviewdata
obtained from 100 young West Germanadults with college or universityeducation (mean age: M = 24.9, SD = 3.03 years; range: 18 to 33 years, 50 women
and 50 men). Half of this sample was engaged as an active memberin a political
party,organizationor movementfor at least 2 years previously.The otherhalf of
the sample had never been engaged in a political organization.Both subsamples
(the activists and the nonactivists) were matched for age, sex, education, and
political orientation(i.e., party preference).
Besides interviews and questionnairesfor the measurementof the predictor
variables (see below), checklists for popular, conventional as well as exposed
political activities (Krampenand Wiinsche, 1984) were applied(Guttmancoefficient of reproducibilityfor each scale: 0.90). Out of eight popular,conventional
political activities (e.g., voting, visiting election meetings, signing a petition,
writing a letter to politician/newspaper)listed in this checklist, the activists
assent on average to 6.5 activities (range: 5 to 8), the nonactivists assent on
averageto 5.9 activities (range:4 to 8). Thus, thereis no significantdifferencein
conventionalpolitical participationbetween the two groups (t(98) = 1.13). Out
of 16 exposed political activities (e.g., engaging in public political discussion,
joining legal and illegal public streetdemonstrations,attendingprotestmeetings,
organizing a petition, boycotting taxes, runningfor a political office, holding a
political office, occupying houses/places, rioting against things, rioting against
persons) listed in this questionnaire,the activists assent on average to 9.8 activities (range: 6 to 15), the nonactivists assent on average to 3.3 activities
(range: 0 to 5); this group difference is highly significant (t(98) = 8.79, p <
0.01; effect size: d = 1.86) and confirms the groupingof the sample in exposed
political activists and nonactivists, who, of course, both are engaged in popular,
conventional political activities. Thus the sample does not include politically
inactive (and apathetic)persons.
Data on event-specific motivation for political action, self-concept of own
political competence, political control orientations,and moral judgment (value
orientations)were gatheredwith questionnairesand with a structuredinterview
technique. With reference to the level of generalization in AMP these data
belong to the following three predictorsets:
(1) Predictor Set A (Situation-and Action-SpecificLevel)
With reference to 10 political events, which may occur within the next 2
years and which should be anticipatedby the individual,and to the realizationof
one's own political activities, situationalexpectancies,competenceexpectancies,
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contingence expectancies, instrumentalities,valences of the political events, and
valences of the personalconsequencesof the political events were gatheredon 7point rating scales (including subjective absolute 0 points) within structured
interviews. The questions (short forms) were (a) "What is the probabilitythat
this event will occur in the presentpolitical situation?"(situationalexpectancy),
(b) "Do you have any action possibilities with referenceto this political event?"
(competence expectancy), (c) "Do you expect that your political activity will
influence the (non-)occurrenceof the event?" (contingence expectancy), (d)
"What relevance would the occurrence of this event have for your personal
interests, needs, and goals?" (instrumentality),(e) "How would you value the
occurrenceof this event?" (valence of the event), and (f) "How would you value
the personalconsequencesof this event?" (valence of the consequences).The list
of the political events employed is presentedin TableII. They representa wide
spectrumof political issues underdiscussion in WestGermanyat the time of data
collection. From these basic action- and event-specific expectancy-valuevariables ten action- and event-specific indicatorsof motivationfor political action
were constructed.This aggregationof basic variablesfollowed expectancy-value
theory, that is, the hypothesis of multiplicativerelations between expectancies
and valences as well as the hypothesis that situationalvalences must be subtracted from action valences (see, e.g., Heckhausen, 1977; Krampen and
Wiinsche, 1985). The internalconsistencies of these ten specific indicatorsof
political action motivation exceeds r(tt) = 0.72.
(2) Predictor Set B (Domain-SpecificPersonality Variables)
Out of the domain-specific personalityvariables measuredin the study, 7
survived in checks of reliability.They refer to questionnairesmeasuring(a) the
self-concept of own political competence (SKP Scale; 8 items; r(tt) = 0.86;
Krampen, 1986b), (b) three aspects of personalcontrolorientationsin the political domainof life (internal,powerfulothersand chance controlbeliefs; IPC-I*P*
Scales; 6 items per scale; r(tt) > 0.67; Krampen,1987c), and (c) threeaspects of
control ideologies perceived for people in general in West Germany(internal,
powerful others and chance controlideology; IPC-I*P*Scales; 6 items per scale;
r(tt) > 0.65; Krampen, 1987c). The IPC-I*P*Scales were constructedby combining the construct differentiationsfrom Levenson (1974), who distinguishes
between intemality (I), powerful others (P), and chance control (C), and from
Gurinet al. (1978), who distinguishbetween control ideology (I*) and personal
control beliefs (P*). All item contents of the SKP and IPC-I*P* Scales refer
directly to political life situationsand political action possibilities (SKP Scales;
item example: "It is easy for me to participatein political discussions")or to the
contingence of political actions and outcomes either in personal(IPC-P*Scales;
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e.g., "FrequentlyI succeed in convincing others of my political opinion") or in
impersonal formulations (IPC-I* Scales; e.g., "Many political problems are
solved by chance").
(3) Predictor Set C (GeneralizedPersonality Variables)
With reference to the theory of moral reasoning (Kohlberg, 1964), six
indicators for the different levels of moral judgment were measured with the
"Moral Judgement Test" ("MUT"; Lind, 1980) within structuredinterviews
(operatingwith the so-called moraldilemma stories). These variablesare considered here as ratherabstractand generalizedpersonalityvariablesof value orientations. Internalconsistencies of these variablesexceed r(tt) = 0.74 (testing across
situations presented in the MUT).
In additionto thesethreepredictorsets, theindividualswereaskedspecifically,
for each of the 10 anticipatedpoliticalevents/issues, "how muchareyou informed
about it?" and "how much are you actively engaged in searching for such
information?"(7-pointratingscales). Theseratingswereaddedup andrepresentan
indicatorof the subjectivedegreeof politicalinformation(r(tt) = 0.94).

RESULTS
First, it is worth noting that the correlative relationships(1) within the
predictor sets (mean r < 0.25) and (2) between the predictorsets (canonical
correlationof predictorset A and B: R(c) = 0.79, p < 0.01; between A and C:
R(c) = 0.64; between B and C: R(c) = 0.62) point neithertowardhigh correlations within nor between the sets. While the first results (correlationswithin the
sets) are-in connection with the reliabilitiesof the variables-a confirmationof
the reliability of the differencesof the variablesmeasuredwithin each predictor
set, the second findings confirm the hierarchicalrelations(see Krampen,1987b,
1988a) of situation-/action-specificand domain-specificAMP variables(relation
between set A and B) and the weak relation of the considered generalized
personalityvariables(levels of moralreasoning)to action- and situation-specific
variables as well as to domain-specificpersonalityvariables. This is confirmed
by confirmatoryfactor analyses computed separatelyfor the two groups. The
three-factor solutions, which are very similar for both the exposed political
activists as well as the nonactivists(similaritycoefficients:SC > 0.91), confirm
a high factor equivalence across both groups of respondents. To sum up, the
correlative structures within and between the three predictor sets show that
multivariateanalyses of the data and their statisticalcomparisonsare possible.
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First, the hypothesis was tested that popular, conventional political participation of exposed political activists as well as of the nonactivists can be
predicted by the ten event- and action-specific indicators of political action
motivation (predictor set A). Multiple regressionanalysis of these ten predictor
variables for the criterion of conventional participationresults in a multiple
correlationof R = 0.53 for the activists and R = 0.55 for the nonactivists(for
both:p < 0.01). These findings confirm the hypothesis for both subsamples. In
addition,it is worthnoting thatneitherthe inclusionof the seven domain-specific
personalityvariables (predictorset B; F(7/32) < 0.83) nor the inclusion of the
six indicatorsof generalizedmoral reasoning (predictorset C; F(7/32) < 0.30)
results in a significantincreasein the multiplecorrelationcoefficients. It is worth
noting as well that popular, conventional political participationis neither predicted by the domain-specific (R = 0.21) nor the generalizedpersonalityvariables (R = 0.08) alone or by theircombination(R = 0.23). Only the inclusionof
the event- and action-specificindicatorsof political action motivationresultsin a
significant prediction. Thus, as expected in the action-theorymodel of personality, the popular,conventionalparticipationof exposed political activistsas well
as of nonactivistsis predictedbest by the situation-and action-specificvariables
of the differentiatedexpectancy-valuemodel.
With reference to the action-theorymodel of personality,the hypotheses
were tested that political activists' exposed political participationis predicted
best by predictorset A (event- and action-specificpolitical motivationvariables),
but thatthe exposed political participationof the nonactivistsis predictedbest by
predictorset B (domain-specificpersonalityvariables).Therewith,it is assumed
that the political activists possess more adequate cognitive representationsof
political issues and that they perceive their political life situation in a more
differentiatedand reflexive manner.Their expectanciesand valences concerning
political events and political actions are subjectivelyless ambiguousand diffuse.
In contrast, the nonactivists'perceptionsof their political life situationare subjectively more ambiguousand ill-defined. These assumptionsare confirmedby
significant differences in the subjective degree of political informationbetween
the groupsof activists (M = 44.6) and nonactivists(M = 29.9; t(98) = 6.78, p <
0.01).
The statisticaltests of these hypotheses were conductedagain by multiple
analyses of regression, which were computedfor the groups of the activists and
the nonactivistsseparately.The criterionvariablein all regressionanalyses is the
number of exposed political activities carried out by an individual. Predictor
variablesare the variablesof the threepredictorsets-separately as well as in all
four possible combinations.TableI presentsin its upperpartthe resultingmultiple correlation coefficients. The findings show that the exposed political participation of the activists can be significantly predictedby (1) predictorset A
alone (event- and action-relatedvariables), (2) predictorset A in combination
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with B, and (3) all threepredictorsets together.In contrast,the exposed political
participationof the nonactivistscan be significantlypredictedby (1) predictorset
B (domain-specific personality variables), (2) predictor set B in combination
with A, (3) predictorset B in combinationwith C, and (4) all threepredictorsets
together.Thus, the findings are at first a confirmation(but a ratherroughone) of
our hypotheses.
In the lower part of Table I the results of statistical comparisonsof the
multiple correlation coefficients resulting from the different predictorsets are
presentedfor the two subsamplesseparately.These resultsmake possible a more
differentiatedevaluationof the hypothesesbecause the significanceof the resulting F values gives direct informationabout the (additional)predictivevalue of
the predictorset consideredin a regressionanalysis in addition.The resultsshow
for the political activists that in all cases in which predictorset A is added to
some otherpredictorset(s), thereis a significantincreasein the multiplecorrelation coefficient (R). On the otherhand, only once was a significantincreaseof R
observed for the case that anotherpredictorset is addedto predictorset A. Thus,

Table I. Comparisonof the Multiple Correlationsof the PredictorSets for the
Predictionof Exposed Political Participationin the Samples of Political
Activists and Political Nonactivists
Predictor

Multiple Correlation(R)
Polit. Activists
Polit. Nonactivists

Seta
A
B
C
A+B
A+C
B+C
A + B + C
Comparisonb
A vs A+B
A vs A+B+C
A+B vs A+B+C
Bvs A+B
B vs A+B+C
B+C vs A+B+C
B vs B+C

0.66**
0.44
0.06
0.80**
0.68
0.49
0.82*
dfl/df2
7/32

.43
.79**
.10
.80**
.44
.82**
.86**

F

F

2.68*
1.50
0.45
4.09**
2.47*
3.56**
0.38

5.96**
4.42**
1.72
0.15
0.75
0.70
0.91

**p < .01, *p < 0.05.
aPredictorSet A: 10 situation-specific indicatorsof political action motivation;
PredictorSet B: 7 domain-specificpersonalityvariablesof political self-concept,
control beliefs, and control ideology; Predictor Set C: 6 general personality
variables of moral judgment.
bThe comparisons refer to the additionalpredictive value of the predictorset(s)
underlined.
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predictor set A-the 10 situation- and action-specific indicators of political
action motivation-have the highest predictive value for the exposed political
participationin the group of the actively engaged members of political parties
and organizations.
In contrast, the results for the nonactivists point toward the priority of
predictorset B-the seven domain-specific personalityvariables-for the prediction of their exposed political participation(see TableI). The additionalconsiderationof predictorset B in the regressionanalysis results twice in a significant increase of the resulting multiple correlation,whereas at no time is such a
significant increase observed when other predictorset(s) are added to predictor
set B. It can be concludedthatthe domain-specificpersonalityvariables(predictor set B) do have an additionalpredictivevalue in analyses of exposed political
participationof nonactivists, while none of the other predictorsets considered
has such an additionalpredictive value with reference to predictorset B.
It should be mentionedthat predictorset C (six indicatorsof moralreasoning) failed to be a relevant predictor of exposed political participationin the
presentsample. This conforms to the AMP hypothesisthat personalityvariables
measuredon a very high level of generalizationare hardlyconfirmedas relevant
correlates of specific behaviors. In the analyses presented, such generalized
indicatorsof differentlevels of moralreasoningdo not have any predictivevalue
for political participation.
The discussed differences in the relative importanceof the three predictor
sets for the two respondentgroups proved to be significantin tests of the homogeneity of unstandardizedregression coefficients (p < 0.05). This is true for
predictorset A (event- and action-specific person variables)and predictorset B
(domain-specific personality variables) as well as for their combinationswith
predictor set C (generalized personality variables), but not for predictorset C
alone and the combinationsof A and B as well as the combinationof all threesets
(p > .10).
The core hypothesis that situation- and action-specific expectancy-value
variables have a greater predictive value than the domain-specific personality
variablesfor exposed political activity in the activists, and an inverserelationship
in the nonactivists, is furtherconfirmedby the regressionfactor structurecoefficients of the multiple regression analyses computed for the groups separately,
including the predictorsets A and B (see Table II). While the multiple correlations and multiple determinationsof predictorsets A and B togetherfor exposed
political activity are the same for the two groups, the structurecoefficients point
towardrelevantdifferences. The domain-specificpersonalityvariablesshow the
relatively highest structurecoefficients in the sample of the nonactivists, while
the predictive value (structurecoefficients) of the indicators of the 10 eventspecific political action motivationsremainratherlow. In contrast,threeof those
indicators of event- and action-specific motivation show the relatively highest
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Table II. StructureCoefficients of the Variablesof the PredictorSets A and B for the Prediction
of Exposed Political Participationin the Sample of Political Activists and Political Nonactivists
Structurecoefficients
Polit. Activists

Predictor
Political action motivation (EV) stimulatedby
situation/anticipatedevent
Increase in unemployment
Constructionof nuclear waste recycling plants
Health risk of toxic substances in food
Tearingdown old houses to build new roads and
streets
Conservativepolitical party wins absolute majority
Ecological party wins more than 5% of votes in
next election
New laws against alternativepolitical parties and
ecological party
Deployment of new nuclear weapons in FRG
NATO intervenes in the Middle East to secure oil
exports
Military interventionsof U.S.A. in Nicaragua
Domain-specific personality variables (Set B)
Internalcontrol beliefs
Powerful others control beliefs
Chance control beliefs
Internalcontrol ideology
Powerful others control ideology
Chance control ideology
Self-concept of own polit. competence
R(R')a
R2

Polit. Nonactivists

0.12
0.34
0.24

.05
.37
.30

0.05
0.65

.03
.35

0.21

.30

0.45
0.29

.37
.31

0.37
0.74

.38
.33

0.30
-0.14
-0.10
0.12
0.08
-0.12
0.36

0.80
-0.54
-0.54
-0.30
-0.12
-0.03
0.80

0.80** (0.67)
0.64

0.80** (0.67
0.64

**p < 0.01.
aR = multiple correlation,R' = populationestimation of R, R2 = multiple determination.

structurecoefficients in the sample of the activists, whereasthe structurecoefficients of the seven domain-specific personality variables are low. These differences in the relative importance of the event-specific and domain-specific
variablesare confirmedby tests of the homogeneityof the unstandardizedregression coefficients of the predictorvariables underlinedin Table II (p < 0.05).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The research demonstrationshows how the hypotheses deduced from the
application of the action-theorymodel of personality to analyses of political
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participationcan be tested empirically.The resultsare encouragingfor AMP, but
it must be consideredthat these findings have the status of a first empiricaltest.
However, the results point towardthe relevanceof differentiatingin analyses of
political participation(1) between the differenttypes of politicalparticipationand
(2) between individuals whose perceptions of the political life situation and
whose cognitive structuresabout political issues are different.
To summarizethe findings, the following hypotheses were confirmed:(1)
Popular, conventional political participationis predicted best by the various
situation- and action-specific variables of the differentiatedexpectancy-value
model. The inclusion of domain-specific and generalizedpersonalityvariables
does not result in significant increases in the prediction of such nonexposed
political activities;it is unnecessaryand ineffectiveto assess such variables.This
is true for analyses of the conventionalpolitical participationof political activists
as well as of nonactivists. (2) Exposed political participation,which exceeds the
social norms and the culturallyusual, is predictedbest in political activists by
situation- and action-specific variablesof expectancy-valuetheory as well. Activists' cognitive representationsof political issues and of their own political life
situation are differentiatedand include such specific event- or outcome-related
expectancies and valences, which are sufficient for reconstructionsand predictions or their exposed political activities. (3) In contrast, in the political nonactivists, the person-situationinteractionsdo not result in such a differentiated
cognitive structurebecause they are less informed about political issues and
perceive their political life situationas more ambiguousand diffuse. Therefore,
their (lower degree of) exposed political participationis predictedbest by domain-specific personality variables like the self-concept of their own political
competence and political control orientations.
However, it is worthnoting thatthe presentedresultsof the researchdemonstration cover only a part of the spectrum of the domain-specific personality
variables considered as relevant in AMP analyses of political participation.Futureresearchshould take into accountthe othervariables(i.e., system trust,level
of conceptualization, and political value orientations)as well, since recent researchfindings (see above) point towardtheirsignificancein analysesof political
activity and political attitudes. However, up to now these (domain-specific)
personalityvariableswere consideredindividuallyand in isolated ways in political psychology. The action-theory model of personality includes not only a
taxonomy of these variables and a logical descriptionof their theoretical network, but statementsabout their predictivevalue, too. For predictivepurposes,
the situationperceptionsof the individualsarecrucial. More directmeasurements
of the subjective ambiguity and novelty of the political life situation are, of
course, necessary. The operationalizationof this moderatorvariable applied in
the illustrativestudy presentedresults in a nominal variable. Thus, tests of the
moderatoreffect had to be computed by separateregression analyses and the
evaluationof the correspondingstructurecoefficients. Ordinaland intervalmea-
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surementsof the moderatorvariablemake more direct tests possible (see, e.g.,
Zedeck, 1971; Borkenau, 1985).
Thus, the action-theory model of personality represents an approach to
political psychology by which missing links between personality-orientedanalyses and action-theory analyses of political participationare established. The
integrationof situation-and action-specificexpectanciesand valences as well as
selected domain-specificpersonalityvariablesin a single model implies not only
perspectives for participationresearch,but, in addition, for researchon political
and environmentalattitudes(Smith, 1973; Milbrath, 1986), political ideologies
(Sniderman and Tetlock, 1986), and political socialization (see Niemi, 1973;
Merelman, 1986). Political and environmentalattitudesas well as political ideologies are fruitfully analyzed in terms of beliefs (more or less generalized
expectancies) and values (action goals and value orientations).Withinan actiontheory approachto humandevelopment(see Lernerand Busch-Rossnagel, 1981)
the process of political socialization in adolescence and adulthoodis conceptualized as the development of action orientations(i.e., expectancies and valences as well as their generalization) in person-situationinteractions, which
refer in part to political attitudes and political action structures(Krampen,
1988b). Last but not least, because of frequent misunderstandingsof actiontheory approaches to human behavior, it is worth noting again that such an
approachdoes not imply a rationalmodel of individualsand individualdecisionmaking. Such models representtheories on subjectively reasoned actions. As
stated above, expectancies and their generalizationscan be totally irrational;
action goals and value orientationscan be hedonisticas well as social, altruistic,
and/or affective. It is only assumedin such models thatthe subjectivecontentsof
these variables (whetherrationalor irrational,hedonisticor social) representthe
social-cognitive foundationsof behaviorand experience.
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